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ABSTRACT

This study aims to determine the effect of accounting information and psychological factors on investor decision to invest in the capital market. The data come from questionnaire with a Likert scale measurement tool. The object was the investors of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado who were respondents as many as 119 investors. Data analysis uses multiple linear regression analysis with SPSS Version 25. The results find that partially and simultaneous the accounting information and psychological factor had a positive and significant effect on investor decision. This shows that the increasing accounting information and psychological factors available will increasingly influence the decision making of investors. But from the partial t-test results, it was found that the accounting information had more influence than the psychological factor, it means that investors tend to be rational in making their investment decisions by using accounting information as consideration for their decision making. This study provides empirical evidence regarding the influence of accounting information and psychological factors on investors' decisions to invest in the capital market and give contributions to academics and researchers by supporting the theory and results of previous research on the same topic.
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INTRODUCTION

The Capital Market has an important role for a country's economy because the capital market performs two functions, namely first as a means for business funding or as a means for companies to get funds from the investor community (investors) and second, the capital market is a means for people to invest in financial instruments such as stocks, bonds, mutual funds, and others (Nasution, 2015). This shows the reciprocity between the company and investors. The company can expand its business with the help of funds from investors and investors will benefit from investment returns on the company. Economic and technological developments open up opportunities for people from all walks of life to get involved in the capital market world. Like the market in general, the capital market is a place to bring together sellers and buyers. What distinguishes it from other markets is the object being traded. Thus, the capital market becomes a bridge between investors and companies through trading financial instruments.

Since the establishment of the Indonesia Stock Exchange, it has become easier for people to invest their funds in a company through the capital market. Now everyone can become an investor whatever his profession. A security guard, entrepreneur, office worker, teacher, farmer, even a student can become an investor. Basically the purpose of investing is to make a profit so that it can enlarge the opportunities for a decent life in the future. Investors who want to maximize profits will be attracted by investments that provide higher returns than other investment opportunities.

According to the Data from IDX that is explained in a presentation from the head of the Indonesia stock exchange office representative of North Sulawesi, Mr. Mario L. Iroth at the opening of the capital market school class at the IAIN Manado November 2018, that investing in stocks is more profitable than other investment instruments, seen from the average level of stock returns 10.42% per year. Furthermore, they also recorded an increase in the number of investors and the value of stock transactions in North Sulawesi Province at the end of 2019 where the number of stock investors increased from 2,357 investors to 11,156 investors or grew 26.7 percent at the end of 2019. The Growth in the number of investors were driven by a number of factors, namely the high level of literacy and inclusion activities and the involvement of universities in promoting the capital market (News, 2020). Besides, this is also influenced by the Indonesia Stock Exchange Index (IDX) and the Indonesian capital market as seen from the performance of the Composite Stock Price Index (CSPI) which has increased over the past 10 years. The improved performance of the JCI has influenced public enthusiasm, especially in the North Sulawesi province based on data from the Indonesian Stock Exchange of North Sulawesi KP, as of July 2018 there were 7647 investors registered in North Sulawesi Province and the total growth in the number of transactions in the period 2012 - 2018 increased by 3.5%. This shows that the increasing public awareness in North Sulawesi, especially in the city of Manado in investing shares in the capital market.

From the high enthusiasm and the increasing number of investors in North Sulawesi, it is influenced by several factors in practice including the use of accounting information and psychological factors in making investment decisions. The importance of accounting information to capital market participants has gained the attention of many researchers in the past decades. Evidently, there have been several survey-based studies in accounting, investigating the perceptions of users regarding the usefulness of annual reports information (Farj et al., 2016). One of pioneering studies involved in this field was conducted by (Baker and Haslem, 1973). Their results showed that individual investors use...
many different factors in the analysis of common stock because they may have different information needs than professional analysts. They further opined that individual investors depend on stockbrokers’ advice for their investment information. They also found that individual investors attach minor importance to financial statements as sources of information influencing their decisions.

Accounting information has a relevance value that is defined as the ability to explain the value of a company based on accounting information. Value relevance is directed to investigate the empirical relationship between stock market values with various numbers (values) of accounting information intended to assess the benefits of these numbers in the company's fundamental assessment (Puspitaningtyas, 2013). With accounting information, it makes it easier for investors to analyze the company's fundamentals, so that investors become confident in making decisions to buy or sell shares of an issuer so that they are not mistaken or get losses in the future. In other research shows inconsistent results or there are differences in results regarding accounting variables (values) that affect stock investment risk as market value (Puspitaningtyas, 2012). This means that accounting information cannot fully explain market conditions so that investors do not make accounting information as the main reference in making decisions to sell or buy shares.

However, stewardship theory that supports accounting information variables explains that it has psychological and sociological roots which are designed to explain a situation where the manager acts as steward and acts in the best interests of the owner (Raharjo, 2007). So that accounting information can be considered and influence investors' decisions if investors have an understanding of the fundamental analysis and characteristics of investors in seeking future profits by paying attention to the financial position reports presented by company management in the capital market.

The accounting information listed is very important for investors, it’s just that some investors don’t really understand how to use the information (Farj et al, 2016). Related to this, investors have a response to financial statement information but have limited cognitive ability to interpret the information received. So that investors act naively, irrationally and unsophisticated. Lack of understanding of accounting information received makes investors less rational in determining investment decisions. This happens because in the investment decision-making process, investors not only consider accounting information, but there are other factors namely psychological factors.

In carrying out investment activities, investors need to make investment decisions. in question is the decision to buy, sell or maintain share ownership (Puspitaningtyas, 2013). As an investor, of course someone needs to take appropriate actions in determining investment decisions in order to get the expected benefits. This is related to the expected utility theory which is a decision that contains risks and aims to achieve maximum results (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). This theory assumes that in responding to choices that contain risks, individual investors will be rational. Rational investors will conduct an analysis in the investment decision-making process. In this case the investor will utilize accounting information in the company's fundamental valuation before making an investment decision. Accounting information received can be in the form of company financial statements, company business performance, company earnings or profits, company history and current stock market capabilities. The goal is that investment decisions taken will provide benefits as expected.

Yet, the foremost important factor is the investor’s reaction and perception (Puspitaningtyas, 2013). For an individual investor, decision making process can be
perceived as a continuous process that have significant impact of their psychology while making investment decisions. Behavioral finance relies on research of human and social recognition and emotional tolerance studies to identify and understand the investment decisions (Boda and Sunitha, 2018). As explained by previous research found that in every decision making process an investor must involve his emotions. Investors in investing not only use estimates of the prospects of their investment instruments, but emotions that are part of psychological factors also have a large role in determining decision making. The involvement of psychological factors in making investment decisions causes an investor to be irrational (Hermalin and Isen, 2000).

Behavioral finance studies revealed that human beings do not behave as rationally as economists suppose as their decisions at times are affected by their psychological feelings (Bakar and Yi, 2016). Investors who are less rational will often only go into business or deposit capital by (only) guided by personal signals (such as instinct, bandwagon, not accustomed to analyzing the details of the situation and condition of the business sector, even believing in the mystical aspects of investment offered). Decision making based on irrational considerations will produce the same thing. The impact of such irrational behavior makes investors make speculative decisions and only follow rumors or issues that are circulating. Behavior like this will result in the market will suddenly experience a pretty deep fall (Natapura, 2009).

Then which behavior dominates investors registered with PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado in making investment decisions, whether they consider accounting information (company fundamentals) or tend to take irrational actions by emphasizing psychological factors in making investment decisions? Based on the description above, this study aims to determine the effect of Accounting Information and Psychological Factors on Investor Decision Making in Investing in Stock in the Capital Market.

METHOD

This research was conducted at PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado by using quantitative methods. This method is used to test the hypothesis, namely:

$H_a = \text{Accounting information and psychological factors partially affect the decision making of investors of PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado in investing in shares in the capital market.}$

$H_0 = \text{Accounting information and psychological factors partially does not affect the decision making of investors PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado in investing in shares in the capital market.}$

The data collection instrument used in this study was to use a questionnaire distributed directly or online with the population, namely investors registered in PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado conducting stock trading transactions on the Indonesia Stock Exchange with a total number of 1194 investors per June 2019. With a large number of investors, as well as limited time, this study was using a purposive sampling technique with the number of samples was determined using 10% of the sample population, that is, 119 individual stock investors registered with PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado. The criteria that must be met by investors who are respondents in this study are individual stock investors registered at PT MNC Sekuritas Manado with a minimum investment experience of 1 year. This criteria is considered capable of sorting out the investor who have experience in the capital market and accustomed using accounting information as fundamental analysis and involve the psychological factor in analyzing and making investment decision and stock selection.
The data used in this study consisted of primary data obtained directly from research respondents by using a measurement tool in the form of a questionnaire distributed to MNC Manado Securities investors who were sampled in this study with measurement instruments using a 5-point Likert scale. The next data is secondary data in the form of data or documents that support research such as a general description of PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado and previous studies.

Analysis of the data used in this study is multiple linear regression analysis with SPSS version 25 as an analysis tool with data measurement methods and data management techniques namely validity, reliability testing, classic assumption tests (normality test and multicollinearity test) and Multiple Linear Regression Analysis consisting of the Determination Coefficient (R²), Partial Regression Coefficient Test (t Test) and the Regression Coefficient Test Together (F Test). The t test was used to show how much influence an independent variable has effect on the dependent variable partially while F test to show independent variable has effect on the dependent variable simultaneously.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

PT MNC Sekuritas has opened dozens of branch offices throughout Indonesia to attract the general public from various professions to invest in the capital market, as well as to open an Investment Gallery in various Higher Education Institutions in Indonesia to attract students to make it easier to invest in the capital market. Total investors of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado as of June 2019 are 1194 investors, while total investors in 2015 were 168 investors. This means that during the last 5 years there was an investor growth of 85.9% (PT. MNC Sekuritas, 2019). Thus, it can be concluded that the performance of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado is getting better from year to year so as to foster interest in investing in the city of Manado. From the results of the questionnaire, investor characteristics are known so that they can describe the segmentation of the investors.

Characteristics of Respondents

a. Based on the Gender of Respondents, the investors of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado that examined the results were 45 people or 37.8% of clients were female and for male investors were 74 people or 62.2%. The difference between the two is only 24.4% adrift. This shows that the investors of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado studied were dominated by male investors.

b. Based on the age of respondents, dominated by respondents with age less than 25 years with a total of 102 people or 86%. This shows that most investors are of productive age, which means someone who is at that age is required to think about the future and life goals with more focus so that they will be more careful in managing and allocating finances.

c. Based on the Respondents' Work, it was dominated by students with 80 people or 67.2%. From these data it can be seen that the investors of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado who have an interest in stock investment mostly come from students.

Reliability Test

Reliability test is a test to show the consistency of a measuring device in measuring the same symptoms. To calculate the reliability performed using Cronbach alpha coefficients. This reliability test was carried out with the help of SPSS version 25, the following results were obtained:
The Cronbach alpha value for the variable consumer knowledge about Accounting Information (X1) is 0.715, this means the Cronbach alpha value > r table, thus the reliability test results of the X1 variable can be said to be reliable. Cronbach alpha value for Psychological Factor (X2) is 0.702, this means the value of cronbach alpha > r table, thus the reliability test results of the X2 variable can be said to be reliable. Cronbach alpha value for the Investment decision making variable (Y) is 0.809, this means the value of Cronbach alpha > r table, thus the reliability test results of the Y variable can be said to be reliable.

Validity Test

The data collection in this study used a questionnaire containing statement items related to the research variables. Each item of validity will be tested to determine whether the statement contained in the questionnaire is suitable for use or not. To find out the validity of each item statement in the research questionnaire can be seen through the Pearson Correlation column or r count. If the Pearson Correlation value or r count is greater than r table then the statement is declared valid. The validity test is performed using SPSS Version 25. From the results of this test, it is known that all statement items contained in the research questionnaire are valid. This is evidenced by the Pearson correlation value greater than r table (0.1801). This means that all items in the research questionnaire met statistically validity requirements so that they were able to measure properly and precisely.

Classic Assumption Test

Classic Assumption Test in this study consisted of the Normality Test and the Multicollinearity Test are described as follows.

Normality Test

The normality test with the help of SPSS version 25, the following results were obtained:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unstandardized Residual</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal Parameters&lt;sup&gt;a,b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>mean 0.0000000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>std. dev 2.00169513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most Extreme Differences</td>
<td>absolute 0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>positive 0.059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>negative -0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test Statistic</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed)</td>
<td>0.200&lt;sup&gt;c,d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
One method that can be used to test normality is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to find out whether the sample is from a normally distributed population or not. The magnitude of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test probability can be seen from the value of asymp.sig, that is if asymp.sig. (2-tailed) > 0.05 then normal distribution, vice versa if asymp.sig. (2-tailed) < 0.05 then it is not normally distributed.

From the data, we know the value of Asymp. Sig. (2-tailed) by 0.2 > 0.05. Thus testing normality with Kolmogorov-Smirnov all variables are declared normally distributed.

**Multicollinearity Test**

Multicollinearity test is used to determine the symptoms of correlation between independent variables as indicated by a significant correlation. Where to be able to detect the presence of multicollinearity if the value of Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) is not more than 10 (<10) then it is free from multicollinearity. This multicollinearity test uses SPSS version 25 with the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Collinearity Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
<td>Beta</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-5.876</td>
<td>1.819</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Information</td>
<td>.360</td>
<td>.049</td>
<td>.493</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Factor</td>
<td>.261</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.404</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The multicollinearity test show that the independent variable is free from multicollinearity problems, because all VIF results are smaller than 10. This can be seen from the VIF value in Accounting Information (X1) of 1.120 and the Psychological Factor (X2) of 1.120.

**Multiple Linear Regression Analysis**

Multiple linear regression analysis is useful for analyzing linear relationships between 2 independent variables (free) or more with 1 dependent variable (bound). To determine a linear equation that uses more than two variables, SPSS version 25 is used with the following results:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B</td>
<td>Std. Error</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>-5.876</td>
<td>1.819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Information</td>
<td>.360</td>
<td>.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Factor</td>
<td>.261</td>
<td>.043</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The dependent variable is Investment Decision.
The constant value (a) of -5,876 states that if there are no accounting information variables and psychological factors, then investment decision making is -5,876 units. The regression coefficient value of accounting information (b1) has a positive value of 0.360. This states that each increase (due to a positive sign) accounting information is one unit, investment decision making will also increase by 0.360 units or 36% and vice versa, if accounting information has decreased by one the investment decision making unit will also decrease by 0.360 units with other independent assumptions the value is fixed.

The value of the psychological factor regression coefficient (b2) is positive, which is 0.261. Stating that each increase (due to a positive sign) psychological factors by one unit then investment decision making will also increase by 0.261 units or 26.1%, and vice versa, if psychological factors decrease by one unit, investment decision making will also decrease by 0.261 units with other independent assumptions the value is fixed.

**Determination Coefficient Test (R2)**

The coefficient of determination (R2) is the coefficient used to determine the contribution of independent variables (accounting information and psychological factors) to changes in the dependent variable (investment decision making) with the following results.

The coefficient of determination between the two variables is 53.6%. This means that investment decision making can be explained by accounting information variables and psychological factors by 53.6%. While the rest is explained by other factors not examined. In other words, the contribution or influence of independent variables (accounting information and psychological factors) on the dependent variable (investment decision making) is 53.6% while the remaining 46.4% is influenced by other variables outside the variables used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Summaryb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Psychological Factor, Accounting Information

b. Dependent Variable: Investment Decision

**T Test and F Test**

The t test basically shows how much influence an independent variable partially has on the dependent variable. T test is used to test whether the statement in the hypothesis is accepted or rejected testing using a significance level of 0.05 with the following results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coefficients*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 (Constant)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychological Factor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.
Determination Coefficient Test

Table 6.
T Test

a. Dependent Variable : Investment Decision
ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Regression</td>
<td>546.662</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>273.331</td>
<td>67.061</td>
<td>.000*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>472.800</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>4.076</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1019.462</td>
<td>118</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- a. Dependent Variable: Investment Decision
- b. Predictors: (Constant). Psychological Factor, Accounting Information

From the SPSS output (Table 6), it is known that the calculated t value for variable X1 (accounting information) is 7.364 and the calculated t value for variable X2 (psychological factors) is 6.034, with t table 1.980. So it can be seen that the value of t arithmetic > t table (7.364 > 1.980) it can be concluded that accounting information significantly influences investment decision making. Based on the significance of t of 0.000 which is smaller than α of 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05), this means that the first or positive hypothesis is accepted, and the other or negative hypothesis is rejected.

Furthermore, for Variable X2 (psychological factors) it is known that the value of t arithmetic > t table (6.034 > 1.980) then Ha is accepted and Ho is rejected. So it can be concluded that psychological factors significantly influence investment decision making. Based on the significance of t of 0,000 which is smaller than α of 0.05 (0.000 < 0.05), this means that Ha is accepted and Ho is rejected.

F test or regression coefficient test is used to determine whether together the independent variable has a significant effect on the dependent variable, with the significance of the F value close to zero it can be said that the independent variables associated with the regression coefficient have a significant effect on the dependent variable decision making researched. This test uses a significance level of 0.05 with the following results in Table 7.

From the SPSS output above, it can be seen that the calculated F value was 67.061, and the F table was 3.07, so it was found that because F arithmetic > F Table (67.061 > 3.07) then Ha was accepted and Ho was rejected. So, it can be concluded that there is a simultaneous influence between accounting information and psychological factors on investor decision making of PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado in investing shares in the capital market.

The Effect of Accounting Information on Investor Decision

Based on the results of the hypothesis test through the t test, it is known that the accounting information variable significantly influences the decision making of PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado investors in investing shares in the capital market. This is seen from the t value of the accounting information variable of 7.364 and a significance level of 0.000, which means it is smaller than the 0.05 significance level and there is a positive relationship seen from the results of the multiple regression equation that the coefficient of accounting information is 0.36 or 36%. Thus is hypothesis which shows that there is a positive and significant influence between accounting information with PT. MNC Sekuritas Manado investor decision making in investing in capital market which is the positive hypothesis is accepted.

Investors often use published information, because the information has a signal about the prospects of a company in the future (Sulistio, 2005). Therefore, the accounting information contained in the published financial statements must present relevant and reliable information according to the needs of investors in the capital market.
(Puspitaningtyas, 2007). In case study at TANESCO Morogoro with 50 respondents revealed that there is significant relationship between accounting information and investment decisions and all the selected areas significantly depend on accounting information for investment decision. It was also observed from the analysis of the opinion of the respondents where 83.3% of the respondents said always use accounting information for investment decision. It was discovered that the quality of accounting information in terms of its accuracy, adequacy, reliability and mode of disclosure is a major determinant of the level of efficiency of the investment decision making (Thuhoye, 2017).

The results of this study are in line with research conducted by (Christanti and Mahastanti, 2011) which states that accounting information such as company financial statements and expected company earnings are still considered in investment decisions besides this information is easily obtained also to view and assess condition and profitability of the company. So investors still pay attention to the factors of Accounting Information and Neutral Information which is a traditional analysis tool, this is because these factors are considered capable of reflecting the level of profit to be gained.

In addition, a study conducted by (Puspitaningtyas, 2012) found the results of studies that indicate that accounting information gives meaning to investors' benefits. Therefore, the findings of this study add strength to the concept of the value relevance of accounting information and the usefulness of accounting information for market participants (investors).

Investors who consider and analyze accounting information make investors rational in investing, so it is possible to get the expected benefits. Rational behavior refers to the Expected Utility Theory developed by John von Neumann and Oskar Morgenstern (Azlan and Jamal, 2013). This theory argues that individuals should act in accordance with facts when they want to make decisions under uncertainty. In practice this rational behavior is reflected in the use of fundamental analysis (Muhammad and Abdullah, 2009). It means that accounting information can provide the same behavior for investors who conduct high trading frequency and individual investors who do low trading frequency. Accounting information is still the main ingredient in seeing the company's performance going public and the main handle for individual investors in making stock investment decisions (Sitinjak, 2013).

Thus, accounting information is very useful for investors of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado in making their investment decisions, so the more accounting information available the more it will influence the decision making of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado investors in investing in shares in the capital market. This research refers to (Puspitaningtyas, 2007) research that explains how investors utilize accounting information in making investment decisions; although in practice there are difficulties in assessing the benefits of accounting information for investors directly. In case is investment decision to buy the share in capital market.

The Effect of Psychological Factors on Investor Decision

Based on the results of hypothesis testing through the t test, it is known that the psychological factor variables significantly influence the decision making of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado investors in investing in shares in the capital market. This is seen from the calculated t value on the psychological factor variable of 6.034 and a significance level of 0.000, which means it is smaller than the 0.05 significance level and there is a positive relationship seen from the results of the multiple regression equation that the coefficient value of the psychological factor (X2) is 0.261 or 26.1% Thus the hypothesis which shows
that there is a positive and significant influence between psychological factors with investor decision making PT MNC Sekuritas Manado in investing shares in the capital market is accepted and the negative hypothesis is rejected. By accepting the first hypothesis, it means that the greater the psychological factors that investors have, the more they will influence the decision making of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado investors in investing in shares in the capital market.

The results of this study are in line with previous research on qualitative approach which states that in making decisions, investors pay less attention to the fundamentals of the company. Decision making is strongly influenced by psychological factors that are reflected in the use of experience, reference groups and speculative actions so that investors tend to be irrational in making investment decisions (Cholidia, 2017). In addition, investors in the investment decision making process consider accounting information. However, the psychological factor of investors, which is reflected in personal signals, is more dominant where investors have a psychological tendency to consider private signals more than public signals (Puspitaningtyas, 2013). This is related to the expected utility theory, which is a decision that contains risk and aims to achieve maximum results (Tversky and Kahneman, 1981). This theory assumes that in responding to risky choices, individual investors will act rationally. A rational investor will conduct analysis in the investment decision making process. In this case investors will use accounting information in the company’s fundamental assessment before making investment decisions. In addition, this theory argues that individuals must act according to the facts when they want to make decisions under uncertainty. In practice this rational behavior is reflected in the use of fundamental analysis (Muhammad and Abdullah, 2009).

This investor behavior has been observed by previous researchers, and their findings emphasize the influence of psychological, economic, and social environment on the resulting decisions (Sitinjak, 2013). It means this finding is supported by previous research that found that psychological is one of several factors that can influence the investor behavior in making decision to invest. In other study This article uncovers the investor’s psychology in investment decision making focusing on the investor’s rationality by explaining psychological and emotional factors that affect investing (Boda and Sunitha, 2018).

Numerous studies from ASEAN, Middle East and Western countries have in fact established that psychological factors do have relationships and impacts on the decision making of investors in their stock markets. The research from (Bakar and Yi, 2016) attempts to bridge the gap of the differences in terms of geographical location and demographic profile between Malaysia and other countries by examining the impact of the psychological factors on investors’ decision making in the Malaysian stock market. The findings show that overconfidence, conservatism and availability bias have significant impacts on the investors’ decision making while herding behavior has no significant impact on the investors’ decision making. It is also found that the psychological factors are dependent of individual’s gender.

The Effect of Accounting Information and Psychological Factors on Investor Decision

In this statistical test using the F test, it is obtained that the calculated F value of 67.061 from the significance level of 0.000 is less than 0.05 (in this case the significance level of 5%). So thus the Ha hypothesis which reads there is a joint influence between accounting information and psychological factors on the decision making of PT MNC Sekuritas
Manado investors in investing in the capital market. From accounting information variable that state in financial reports are useful despite that they are not the most sought-after source of information influencing investors’ decisions (Farj et al., 2016). Accounting information, especially information disclosure, is the basis of maintaining the normal operation of investment. It can provide effective incremental information to stakeholders, and make optimal investment decisions (Wang et al., 2019).

In research conducted in the Middle East found that behavioral finance factors (Loss Averse, Overconfidence and Risk Perception) have significant effect on the stock investment decisions of individual investors in Saudi Stock Market, while Herd has insignificant effect. The demographic variables (Gender, Age, Education, Income and Experience) don’t make any significant differences in the investor decision, except the demographic variable (Education) make significant differences in the investor decision (Talal et al., 2016).

Investment decision making is an investor action in getting the expected profit. Investment decisions are inseparable from consideration of profit (return) and loss (risk). Therefore, investors must be wise in making investment decisions. A wise investor will certainly consider various things before making a decision, such as analyzing actual data and examining issues that are circulating so that investors are not mistaken and can minimize losses. In fact, factor analysis and estimation on the prospects of an investment instrument are a major factor for investors in making an investment decision-making process. However, over time, some researchers suggest that psychological factors of investors have an important role in the investment decision-making process. With the psychological factors that investors have different views that will affect the results to be obtained (Prawirasasra, 2016).

CONCLUSION

Based on the results, it concludes that accounting information and psychological factors, respectively have a significant and positive influence on the decision making of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado investors in making investment decisions on the capital market. This shows that the increasing accounting information and psychological factors available will increasingly influence the decision making of investors in investing share in the capital market. From the partial t-test results, it was found that the accounting information variable is greater than the psychological factor variable, it means that the investors tend to be rational in making investment decisions by using accounting information as consideration for decision making. Furthermore, the simultaneous test results on both variables, shows that accounting information and psychological factors effect on decision making. This study provides empirical evidence regarding the influence of accounting information and psychological factors on investors' decisions to invest in the capital market. The contributions to academics and researchers based on the results of this study are expected to support the theory or results of previous research on the same topic and provide views and insights that will support the existence and development of accounting information theory and psychological factors for investors in the capital market.

This study has limitations on the independent variables consisting of accounting information and psychological factors which are considered important to prove their influence on investors’ decision. In addition, the limitation in this study is the determination of the object of research, namely investors of PT MNC Sekuritas Manado who have collaborated with IAIN Manado in facilitating study groups of IAIN Manado Student and also the time is very limited because this research was conducted before the
pandemic. So that, the number of investors willing to become respondents is also very limited.

For academics and researchers, hopefully this provides adequate empirical evidence for further research. For investors, this research is expected to help provide confidence in the use of accounting information and its relevance to investors' psychological decisions. This research especially are expected to PT MNC Sekuritas Manado to further enhance socialization and education in the form of training or workshops and so on in order to increase public interest in investing and increase investor knowledge of the capital market.
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